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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 
The discovery of iron based superconductors in 2008 has 

stimulated giant attention in the physics community [1-13] 
and brought about the active investigation of the new 
superconducting materials for the better superconducting 
properties. Like the role of the CuO2 layer in the high 
temperature cuprate superconductors, the superconductivity 
in these superconductors is presumed to take place in the 
FeAs layer. 

The pairing mechanism has been explained based on the 
multi-band structure created by a spin wave order, called 
extended s± model in which the sign changing order 
parameter between the different Fermi surfaces is 
considered [14]. However, the role of the electron-phonon 
effects or orbital fulcutation effects have been actively 
discussed [15, 16]. In this sense, there is no definite 
consensus yet as to the origin of the superconductivity in 
the Fe-based superconductors. 
Random point defect (or Random potential effect) is found 
to play an important role in determination of physical 
properties of superconductors. Disorder pins the vortex 
lines and destroies the translational long-range ordering of 
the vortex flux lattice. In the presence of random pinning 
centers, the existence of the second-order phase transition 
from a vortex liquid to a vortex glass state has been 
predicted [17]. In the vortex glass (VG) phase, resistivity is 
expected to vanish at a small current level in contrast to the 
flux creep model, which shows a linearly varying resistivity 
at low current densities. The existence of the vortex glass 
phase has been proven in the cuprate superconductors [18], 
MgB2 [19] and YNi2B2C [20]. However, up to now, the  
vortex glass phase transition in a single crystal form in the 
iron based superconductors has not been investigated 
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except for the under-doped (Ba,K)Fe2As2 [21] and 
SmFeAsO0.85 [22] superconductor. 

Collective pinning theory proposed by the 
Larkin-Ovchinikov [23] shows that a long range order of 
the regular flux lattice line (FLL) is destroyed beyond a 
correlation volume as long as pinning centers are present. 
In this absense of the FLL, there could be two kinds of the 
vortex phase; one is vortex liquid and the other is vortex 
glass phase. Then, the question arises whether there still 
exists a clear phase transition between the vortex glass and 
the vortex liquid phase with a transition temperature, Tg, or 
it is just a crossover between two phases. If it is a phase 
transition, Tg will divide the two phases of zero and 
non-zero resistance in a low dissipation region. 
Theoretically, possible existence of the vortex glass phase 
transition was extensively discussed by Fisher et al. [17].  
Their assumption was based on the scaling argument in 
which two correlations exist, one is spatial correlation and 
the other is temporal correlation upon approaching Tg. The 
divergence of the spatical correlation length  

~
ν

ξ
−

− gT T is defined with the critical exponent ν while 
correlation time is associated with the critical exponent z in 
such a way that τ ~ ξ z. By using a dimensional analysis of 
the electric field and current, Fisher et al. proposed the 
scaling hyposis for the 3D superconductor as follows; 
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, where z and ν are dynamic and static vortex glass exponents, 
respectively. F+ and F- are scaling functions above and below 
the vortex glass transition temperature. Beside to this, near 
at the VG transition temperature, this theory predict that the  
resistivitance, R vanish with a power law scaling behavior 
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From above scaling functions of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), 
critical exponent ν and z can be determined. 

In this study, we present the magneto-resistivity and E-J 
characteristics of the optimally doped BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 
single crystal in the applied field H up to 9 T. The results 
show critical scaling behavior predicted by the theory of the 
vortex glass phase transition at the all field regions. Within 
experimental errors, the values of critical exponents and 
scaling functions show the universal behavior. We also 
present the vortex phase diagram and critical current 
density from the M-H loop of this single crystal. 

 
 

2. EXPERIMENTS 
 

The single crystals BaFe2-xCoxAs2 with various Co 
contents were grown by the high-temperature self flux 
method. The detailed procedure of crystal growth is 
described in Ref. [24]. Among these, optimally doped 
BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 single crystal was chosen to study the 
vortex glass phase transition. The dimension of the single 
crystal was 1.2 mm × 2.0 mm × 0.05 mm.  The onset 
resistive transition temperature, was 24.6 K. The several 
crystals with a platelike shape were used in these 
measurements. The four probe configuration was used to 
measure the magneto-resistivity and E-J characteristics for 
magnetic field up to 9 T parallel to the c-axis. For the fine 
measurement of the E-J curves, the temperature interval 
were chosen to be 0.1 K. 

 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Fig.1 shows the resistivity of BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 single 
crystal in various magnetic fields up to 9 T. The transition 
temperature of 24.6 K for H = 0 was obtained from ρ(Tc) = 
0.9 ρ25K. The residual resistivity was 500 µOhm-cm and 
sharp ΔTc = 0.8 K between 0.1 and 0.9 ρn (normal 
resistivity) in the ρ-T curve indicates that the quality of the 
single crystal is high. The residual resistivity ratio ρ(300 
K)/ρ(25 K) was found to be 2 which is lower than 2.7 of the 
(Ba,K)Fe2As2 single crystal [21]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The resistivity of the BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 single crystal 
under applied magnetic field up to 9 T.  

 
 

Fig. 2. The magnetic hysteresis curves of the 
BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 single crystal for magnetic field up to 7 T 
parallel to the c-axis in the temperature range from 2 K to 
22 K.   

 

 
 
Fig. 3. The critical current density (Jc) estimated from the 
M-H curves at various temperatures by using the Bean’s 
critical state model [26]. 

 
Fig. 2 shows the magnetic hysteresis curves for fields up 

to 7 T for temperatures above 2 K. Even for the highest 
field of 7 T, the magnetic field is not high enough to obtain 
the full hysteresis curves. The observed M-H loop is very 
symmetrical which indicates that bulk pinning is very 
strong and Bean-Livingston surface barrier for this 
superconductor is negligible [25]. From this high bulk 
pinning behavior, we expect to have the existence of the 
vortex glass phase transition. 

Fig. 3 shows the critical current density (Jc) estimated 
from the M-H curves for various temperature by using the 
Bean’s critical state model [26] (Jc = 20 ΔM/ [w(1-w/l)]) in 
which ΔM, w and l are the height of the magnetization loop, 
the length and width of the sample, respectively. For the 
zero external field and T = 2 K, Jc was 1.5 x 107 A/cm2. This 
value Jc is quite high and even higher than 4.7 x 106 A/cm2  
and 1 x 103 A/cm2of the single crystals form of 
(Ba,K)Fe2As2 [27] and LiFeAs [28], respectively. 

In the first quadrant of the M-H curve at 2 K, 
magnetization decreases with the increase of the external 
magnetic field, which is a typical behavior of a type II- 
superconductor. However, this behavior is changed for  
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Fig. 4. The electric field and current density E-J curves in 
the range T = 15.9 – 18.0 K with a 0.1 K step under H = 9 T. 

 
temperature above 5 K and a peak developed at Hp. 
Magnetization increases below Hp but decreases again 
above Hp as H increase. This peak effect was observed, e.g., 
in the case of BSCCO single crystals and is called as the 
fish tail effect, which is associated with the change of the 
vortex matter from 2D pancake to 3D line vortex [29]. 
However, this may not be the case in our BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 
single crystals, because the large ξc, larger than the c-axis 
lattice constant, induces the 3D superconductivity and 
blocks the formation of the 2D pancake vortex. The origin 
of this peak in the BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 superconductor is still 
yet to be understood. 

To check whether the vortex glass phase transition exists 
or not, we measured the V-I curves at various temperatures 
for the field range of 1-9 T and converted into the electric 
field-current density (E-J) curves after considering the 
sample dimension. The current was swept from zero to 5 × 
10-2 A during this measurement. In Fig. 4, we showed the 
E-J graph at H = 9 T. The best fit for the 3-D scaling 
behavior is shown in Fig. 5.  

The measured E-J curves are rather similar to that of the 
YBCO single crystals [18] and MgB2 thin films [19]. It is 
clear that as temperature goes below the some particular 
value, the E-J curves show the positive curvature which 
indicate that resistivity does not go into zero at low current 
limit. However, for the temperature below this value, E-J 
shows the positive curvature and eventually goes to the 
zero resistivity region at a low current limit. The 
temperature which distingushes the positive and negative 
curvature is a vortex glass transiton temperature, Tg, if 
vortex glass phase transition exists. Assuming a second 
order vortex glass phase transition, the experimental E-J 
curves were scaled with a different scaling form as 
presented in (1) for T < Tg and T > Tg, respectively. These 
E-J scaling were used to determine the values of z, ν and Tg. 
For the best fit, these values were varied in a narrow range 
to optimize the universal scaling law for each set of 
magnetic field. For the 9 T case, the vortex galss transition 
were Tg = 17.0 ± 0.2 K, and critical exponents were ν = 1.1 
± 0.1 and z = 4.5 ± 0.3, respectively. The obtained critical 
exponents are indeed in good agreement with the predicted 
values of ν ~ 1–2 and z > 4 within the 3D vortex glass 
theory [17]. 

 
 

Fig. 5. The best fit for the scaling. Inset shows the Hc2 and 
Tg in H-T diagram. 

 
The existence of the vortex glass transition was 

additionally examined by the predicted scaling law of R ~ 
(T-Tg) ν(z-1) near Tg as shown in Fig. 6.  As expected, R 
clearly vanished near Tg. The three parameters (ν, z and Tg) 
are consistent with the values obtained already from the E-J 
scaling. The ν(z-1) from the resistivity were 3.3 ± 0.2, 
which is within the expected range of 3.8 ± 0.4 from the E-J 
scaling. For the rest of the magnetic field, we also analyzed 
the E-J and R-T scaling behavior and found that the vortex 
glass theory works quite well with the critical exponents ν = 
1.1 ± 0.1 and z = 4.5 ± 0.5 being quite similar to those at 9 T. 
And Tgs are 21.2, 20.0, 18.9 and 18.0 K for 1 T, 3 T, 5 T, 
and 7 T of the magnetic fields, respectively. The inset of the 
Fig. 5. shows the phase diagram revealing the VG to VL 
transition. 

Those values were also within the range of the predicted 
values from the 3D vortex glass phase transition [17]. Since 
ξc(T) > ξc(0) near Tc and ξc(0) is larger than that for a c-axis 
lattice constant of 1.298 nm [30], and the distance 0.65 nm 
between two FeAs layers, it is quite natural to expect the 3D 
transition. 

For the comparison with other superconductors, we note 
that the critical exponents z = 4.3 ± 1.5 and ν = 2 ± 1 were 
found in the YBCO single crystal [18]. The values were z =  
 

  
 
Fig. 6. R as a function of temperature. This graph shows the 
vanishing of the ohmic resistivity near at Tg. 
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4.3 ± 0.1 and ν =1.0 ± 0.1 for MgB2 thin films [19], z = 5.46 
± 0.32 and ν = 1.23 ± 0.02 for YNi2B2C single crystals [20], 
z = 4.1 ± 0.2 and ν = 1.0 for the under-doped single crystals 
of (Ba,K)Fe2As2 [21], and z = 3.4–4.8 and ν = 1–1.7 for 
SmFeAsO0.85 single crystals[22]. Our z and ν values seem 
to be a little smaller than those of YNi2B2C but are very 
similar to the values of the thin MgB2 film and of the 
under-doped (Ba, K)Fe2As2 and SmFeAsO0.85 single 
crystals. 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, the magneto-resistivity and the E-J curves 
were measured under magnetic fields up to 9 T for the 
optimally doped BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 single crystal with Tc = 
24.6 K . Scaling behavior of R-T and E-J below and above 
Tg confirmed the existence of the vortex glass phase 
transition as predicted by the theory proposed by Fisher et 
al. [17]. The analysis at different magnetic fields up to 9 T 
showed almost the same values of critical exponents ν and z  
consistent with the 3D voltex glass phase transition. The 
critical current density Jc = 1.5 × 107A/cm2 at 2 K estimated 
from the M-H curves by using the Bean’s critical state 
model indicates that the pinning strength is quite strong 
even in the single crystalline form of this superconductor. 
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